Reproducibility of TMR for the determination of longitudinal mineral changes in dental hard tissues.
Transverse microradiography (TMR) of thin sections is the principal method for determining mineral changes in experimental lesions. Because it has become also the standard by which newly-developed methods are validated, demands on all steps of the procedure are high. Thin sections of enamel and dentin require high-precision cutting or lapping to preserve surface structures, but their different brittleness and elasticity preclude a uniform procedure. Image analysis permits the measurement of fine details at a micron scale, but because most studies are aimed at overall mineral changes, they are usually lost on broadening of the scan areas and averaging of experimental groups. Small errors in repositioning of the scan areas for repetitive measurements may yield distorted lesion profiles, while quantitative data such as the integrated mineral loss are hardly influenced. A major reason for "irreproducibility" of TMR are the different definitions of the lesion parameters as used by various research groups. We recommend that these definitions be agreed on if the full potential of TMR as an international standard is to be utilized.